BOCES Curriculum and Instruction Council
February 9, 2012
8:00am SES Meeting
8:30 – 10:00am BCIC Meeting
10:00 – 10:30am Regional Scoring Meeting
Henry Large Conference Room, Administration Building
Agenda
Supplemental Educational Services at 8:00am
 How is SES starting in schools and districts?
 Do we want to start to think about what could be done in the summer with leftover
money?
Welcome and Introductions at 8:30am

Updates





State Ed Updates
Legislative
ITD Update
CI&A
o Impending professional development
o Budget news: it looks like (based on initial requests) that we will be able to
continue with the revised funding structure next year.
 Special Education “Culture” Task Force membership (will have its first meeting
February 14th) – is there anything we want to “say” to that group as they get started?
Our BCIC reps are: Cathy Schular (Marathon), Linda Llewellyn (Homer), and Andrea
Nardozzi (F-P).

Race To The Top
 Math Common Core
o HS unpacking is coming up
o Math Solutions Common Core Institute in Syracuse in the summer?
 K-8 teachers of math, in bands: K-2, 3-4, 5-6, 7-8
 How to teach math the way the CCLS calls for it to be taught
 For 80 teachers (or 120, or 160 if even greater interest) – it works in
increments given the way they group teachers
 3 or 4 days
 RTTT budget (using some form this year and some from next) could
pay for the institute, materials, supplies, and food
 Local Teacher Centers will co-sponsor (if still alive) to help pay
 Could districts pay their teachers as required/needed in order to get
them there?












Would the second week in August be a good time? Other
suggestions?
Project-Based learning
o Tacking the temperature: is anyone interested in us scheduling PBL train for
elementary and/or secondary levels this summer? It would be two days in the
summer with the third day occurring in November (after the teacher has had
the opportunity to actually try it)?
Introducing the “road map” for RTTT (Renee and Auddie from the NT)
o We finally know “enough” to take a shot at such a road map
o Self-Assessment targeted for February
o Meetings with Districts following that mid-year self-assessment
SLOs training is occurring in both the Lead Evaluator and Principal Evaluator
trainings. Additionally, visits to districts are happening for onsite work. Access SLO
resources at the APPR microsite. As examples emerge, please share with Jeff so
they can be posted for others to see. The US History example we worked on last
time is there.
Teacher training for APPR and rubrics is happening onsite. No “workshop-like”
sessions for teachers have been planned, although NYSUT will be offering
something directly to teachers.
The Teacher Centers are gearing up full speed with money to spend on RTTT by the
end of the year. A few things:
o They have requested a “seat” at BCIC to be shared among them.
Comments? Suggestions?
o They are doing more and more that is aligned to the Reform Agenda (that is
their new requirement)

Regional Scoring at 10:00am
 Implications of new 3-8 test parameters on scoring
 How is date scheduling going?
 What about RIC pick-up daily from sites?
 Checking in with the locations
 Common questions that have popped up?

BCIC Meeting Schedule:
March 8, 2012
April 12, 2012
May 10, 2012
June 14, 2012

